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Traditional Chinese edition of a science fiction Midnight Robber. Tan Tan and her family ran away to the planet of Toussaint after her father committed a crime. But now she is
forced to be a Robber Queen! In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
In the halls of knowledge, amidst the towering stacks of books, more than just facts and fiction await. The Romance of Libraries is a collection of true accounts of emotional
attachments formed in and with libraries and the library field. Madeleine J. Lefebvre has gathered personal narratives from around the world from people who work in or use
libraries. From the very young to those in their nineties, these people share their tales of love. While most accounts are about romances that developed in a library setting, some
are about romances with libraries themselves. Loosely arranged by context, the stories—happy, sad, or bittersweet—share an over-arching theme of the transformative and
emotive power of libraries in our lives. Lefebvre's underlying message is that the physical library can play a role in our affections that the virtual library never can.
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Jess goes for her morning run and sees Logan Reynolds—the ex of her good friend Amy. He’s the last person she wants to spend any time around, but he keeps insisting they
should get together and talk. Clark, a friend from school, invites Jess to a party at his house where he tries to kiss her. Jess tells him she doesn’t have feelings for him… but it
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doesn’t stop Clark from showing up at her work. Logan rescues her and Jess starts to wonder about her feelings toward him. Jess is at a loss for what to do. She really likes
Logan… but she can’t fathom saying anything in fear of endangering her friendship with Amy.
Second in the Fluke Family series, "Fluke Family Hero" explores Maynerd Fluke Dumsted's career as the sheriff of his hometown. King Kryan Kruke now rules the Kingdom of
Gnat, but he is still up to his old tricks. He schemes to rule the four lands of Gnaught by capitalizing on Maynerd's relationship to the long dead hero, Richard the Brave. The King
hopes to springboard that fame to his advantage by transforming Maynerd into the new national hero. The chance arrivals of bad luck Fata Morgana and a young felon named
Blacky further complicates Maynerd's efforts to keep the peace, but Fata may hold the keys to his heart. Dumsted town falls into turmoil when the local banker plots to fix the
elections for Mayor and Sheriff by kidnapping the incumbents. He intends to sell them to the notorious bandits, the Moola Rude, but the plan goes awry. With Maynerd's only
supporters locked in jail, his fate seems sealed. King Kruke has vanished and Scarface, the leader of the Moola Rude, sits on the throne of Gnat. Oh, where is a hero when a
kingdom is in such grave need? Maynerd must save his friends and the Kingdom of Gnat from certain destruction by King Scarface or lose everything.
Simplified Chinese edition of Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Diversity and Education: Teachers, Teaching, and Teacher Education exemplifies many of the major concepts and principles of multicultural education, individually and
collectively. The goal of the book is to move beyond the surface to more deeply explore the intersections of diversity, equity and education. Theoretical, empirical, and practical
discussion are included in the five sections of the book that offers a wide range of vantage points--race, ethnicity, gender, social class, disciplines, language, and levels of
schooling, as well as curriculum, assessment, learning climate and context, an.
Mackenzie Reed has officially been stood up. Not only has she wasted two years on Mr. So Not Interested but now she doesn't even have pizza and the Mets to keep her
company. Then he walks into her life--more than six feet of rugged, hot stranger. Maybe, just for tonight, Mac can pretend to be a girl she's not. After all, she deserves a little nostrings fun. As far as Wesley Porter is concerned, one night with Mackenzie isn't nearly enough. She's a mystery he wants to solve--if he can keep her from running for the door
every time they touch. There's obviously some serious chemistry between them, so why is she fighting it?
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High Paws for A Dog’s Guide to Life, Love and Counter Cruising: “I had no idea what I was missing. Baker’s book brought my game to a whole new level and I can’t thank him
enough. It all started with a ‘paws-on’ demonstration on Thanksgiving 2009. I never looked back.” —Gus Tobias, Newfoundland (RIP) “There are those of us who beg for treats
and those of us who appropriate treats. Through Baker’s book, I’ve learned not to concern myself with what I’m doing but how I’m doing it. It’s made a huge difference!” —Jake
Franklin, Collie “I’ve been a counter-cruiser from way back. This guidebook has refined some of my clumsier techniques and also boosted my confidence in some of my ‘tried
and true’ capers. This is a great read!” —Poppy Williams, Greyhound “Never have I felt so good about doing something so bad!” —Kirby Leighton, Brittany Spaniel “Easy as
1-2-3, simple as A-B-C and rockin’ like Do-Re-Me! This is the ultimate guide to snacking nirvana!” —Cupcake Harper, English Bulldog “Baker explains it all, step by step, paw by
paw. Cruising has never been so productive!” —Sioban Wells, Irish Wolfhound “Two paws Up!” —Banjo Tabor, Skippit (see chapter on designer dogs)
While working late one night, June Brown meets someone in the elevator… Who awakens all her senses. Shortly after, she is transferred to become the Personal Assistant to the
CEO, the great Mr. Ryan Carter himself. Projected into a life of glamour, galas and crazy Limousine rides, this new life is a roller-coaster ride for the young woman. All the more
so because her new, fascinating boss seems to get a kick out of fanning the intense flames between them. Facing a whirlwind of emotions, she deduces that he may be facing
threats. Between her professional standards and uncontrollable feelings, will June succumb the grey, magnetic gaze of the seductive Ryan Carter?
Discover the magic of New York Times bestseller Melissa Foster's writing, and see why millions of readers have fallen in love with the Love in Bloom series.The Remingtons are a series of stand-alone
romances that may also be enjoyed as part of the larger Love in Bloom series. In GAME OF LOVE... Ellie Parker is a master at building walls around her heart. In the twenty-five years she's been alive, Dex
Remington has been the only person who has always believed in her and been there for her. But four years earlier, she came to Dex seeking comfort and then disappeared like a thief in the night, leaving him
a broken man. Dex Remington is one of the top PC game developers in the United States. He's handsome, smart, and numb. So damn numb that he's not sure he'll ever find a reason to feel again. A chance
encounter sparks intense desires in Ellie and Dex. Desires that make her want to run--and make him want to feel. A combination of lust and fear leads these young lovers down a dangerous path. Is it
possible to cross a burned bridge, or are they destined to be apart forever? *** WANT MORE REMINGTONS? All Remington books can be read as stand-alone novels or as part of the series. THE
REMINGTONS Game of Love (Dex) Stroke of Love (Sage) Flames of Love (Siena) Slope of Love (Rush) Read, Write, Love (Kurt) Touched by Love (Boyd) *** This contemporary romance series features
alpha male heroes and sexy, empowered women. They're flawed, funny, passionate, and relatable to readers who enjoy new adult romance, contemporary romance, and women's fiction. While each book
may be read as a standalone, you might enjoy reading the entire Love in Bloom series. SNOW SISTERS Sisters in Love Sisters in Bloom Sisters in White THE BRADENS (at Weston, CO) Lovers at Heart,
Reimagined (Treat & Max) Destined for Love (Rex & Jade) Friendship on Fire (Josh & Riley) Sea of Love (Dane & Lacy) Bursting with Love (Savannah & Jack) Hearts at Play (Hugh & Bree) THE BRADENS
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(at Trusty, CO) Taken by Love (Luke) Fated for Love (Wes) Romancing My Love (Pierce) Flirting with Love (Ross) Dreaming of Love (Emily) Crashing into Love (Jake) BRADEN WORLD NOVELLAS Promise
My Love (Rex & Jade's Wedding Novella) ** Best if read after The Bradens at Weston & Trusty, CO. THE REMINGTONS Game of Love (Dex) Stroke of Love (Sage) Flames of Love (Siena) Slope of Love
(Rush) Read, Write, Love (Kurt) Touched by Love (Boyd) SEASIDE SUMMERS Seaside Dreams (Bella) Seaside Hearts (Jenna) Seaside Sunsets (Jamie) Seaside Secrets (Amy) Seaside Nights (Sky)
Seaside Embrace (Hunter) Seaside Lovers (Grayson) Seaside Whispers (Matt) THE BRADENS (at Peaceful Harbor) Healed by Love (Nate) Surrender My Love (Cole) Crushing on Love (Shannon) River of
Love (Sam) Whisper of Love (Tempest) Thrill of Love (Ty) REVIEWS "...love, loss, lies, grief, finding happiness in the face of adversity, romance, humor, bravery, hot hot hot sex scenes, marriages, births and
totally awesome characters." --Supportive Business Moms, UK "Like Nora Roberts, Melissa Foster has captivated me with her fantastic, sexy, romantic stories." K. Winning "You can always rely on Melissa
Foster to deliver a story that's fresh, emotional and entertaining. Make sure you have all night, because once you start you won't want to stop reading. Every book's a winner!" NYT Bestselling Author Brenda
Novak "With her wonderful characters and resonating emotions, Melissa Foster is a must-read author!" New York Times Bestseller Julie Kenner "Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt
romance!" New York Times Bestseller Lauren Blakely NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melissa Foster is a New York Times & USA Today bestselling and award-winning
author. She writes sexy and heartwarming contemporary romance, new adult romance, and women's fiction with emotionally compelling characters that stay with you long after you turn the last page.
Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family oriented. Melissa loves to chat with book clubs and readers, invite her to your next event. Foster's love stories are perfect steamy romance
beach reads for fans of big-family, small-town romance. The characters are romantic and loyal, some are billionaires, others are not, and you're always guaranteed a happily ever after.
From an award-winning author, this cozy mystery will "keep you guessing until the end." (Goodreads reviewer) In Death by Association, DIY Diva Laurel McMillan learns that the high walls and guarded gates
of Hawkeye Haven can't protect her community. When Laurel takes her pampered chocolate Labrador retriever, Bear, for an early morning walk, she finds her friend, security guard Bessie, bleeding and
unconscious at her guardhouse post. If the attack on Bessie isn't enough to set the residents' nerves on edge, the murder of Victor Eberhart, the unpopular president of the powerful homeowners' association,
certainly does the trick. Despite teaching DIY classes and writing project instructions for her latest book, DIY for Dog Lovers, Laurel manages to squeeze in time for some DIY detective work. But as she gets
closer to the truth, Victor's killer would like nothing better than for the DIY Diva to take a dive. Includes recipes for dog treats and project instructions for a reversible, two-tone, fringed dog scarf and a no-sew
foam bed for pampered pooches. The DIY Diva Mystery Series includes Death by Association (Book 1) Death by Design (Book 2) Death by Proxy (Book 3) Author Paula Darnell is the winner of three book
awards. In 2020, she won an award for Death by Association in the at-large communications contest for a novel, more than 40,000 words, from the National Federation of Press Women and an award for a
published fiction book in the Public Safety Writers Association Writing Competition for her historical mystery, The Six-Week Solution. In 2021, Paula won another award in the NFPW's at-large
communications contest for a novel for The Six-Week Solution.
Once in Long Ago, amid a general chaos of the city, were two men, one unseen, one handsome. Both growing experts with their skills. Each manifested an element of the human spirit within the dynamo of
civilazation, that technological epicenter at the heart of the Country, where great minds were imagining the shape of the 22nd Century. One was Eyer, ‘the invisible detective’ who would revolutionize law
enforcement and promote legal reform across the Country. The other was Dr. T. T. Tombs, ‘the red city devil’ who would be the greatest serial killer on national record and design a hotel for murder ahead of
the biggest attraction in the history of The Unified Gates. This is the story of good and evil, transparency and opacity, the Great City and the Red City—all in the shadow of the Ripper.
Counsels running athletes on how to maintain active fitness throughout one's senior years, explaining the potential health benefits of running while making recommendations on everything from strength
training and improving flexibility to fighting bone loss and preventing back pain. Original.
The Vow to Love boxset includes three standalone novels from the fast-paced, addictive, and captivating Vow Series. Contemporary romance with a dash of suspense. More about the books inside: Vow of
Retribution: She had everything stolen from her in a blink of an eye. Learning to fight was never on the top of Savannah’s list of things to do. Until learning to defend herself was the only option she had. To
keep her focus she’s had to build walls around her heart. Trust isn’t a risk she can afford—especially when her past could catch up with her at any moment. But Liam… He watched his mistakes turn him into a
man he didn’t recognize. Liam will do whatever it takes to win Savannah’s love. But he has his own battles to wage, his own redemption to win. Trying to balance both may cost him everything. When flames
engulf them, will they be able to rise from the ashes? Vow of Atonement: A sassy boutique owner trying to shield her broken heart. Roman stole every part of Harper’s heart and soul over a decade ago and
left without giving her back the pieces. She’s spent the past decade trying to forget him and everything he made her feel. When a mysterious figure shows up, changing her life with just a few sentences, she
does the unthinkable—calls the man who left her shattered all those years ago. A bossy Army vet determined to atone for his mistakes with the only girl he’s ever loved. Roman storms back into Harper’s life
with a vengeance, determined to prove he is worthy of a second chance. He vows to keep her safe from the danger that has darkened her door. But they’re both pawns in someone else’s game. And this
vow might just be broken before the game is over… Vow of Honor: I can’t stand Tatum from the second she walks into the room. Everything about her puts me on edge—from her small delicate curves to the
smile that she refuses to lose. There’s nothing she loves more than to piss me off. She’s infused herself in every part of my life, taking away the silence I crave. I’d walk away if I could. If I hadn’t been shot.
If I didn’t need physical therapy. If I could resist her. I only kiss her to shut her up. I didn’t expect it to turn into the hottest moment of my life with our clothes scattered on the floor. The one-time thing turns
into something neither of us expects. When my guard drops and secrets are revealed, I’ll do anything to protect Tate. We have enemies lurking around every corner. Will my vow of honor cost me the one
thing I can’t live without?
Do you love traveling, eating, and exploring new locations? Are you thinking of starting your own Bed and Breakfast? This book will quench your curiosity and answer all your questions. Imagine the chance to
ask questions to some of the most respected B&B owners in America... What would you ask them? What would you want to know? If you’re ready for the inside scoop on Bed and Breakfasts from some of
America's most respected breweries, then you need to buy Running a Bed and Breakfast! It’s the Largest Collection of B&B Interviews in History! Running a Bed and Breakfast has over 100 B&B's answer
questions like: - What time do you wake up each morning and what does your schedule look like? - What is the most rewarding part of the job? - Do you need to be a great cook to run a B&B? - Can one
person run a B&B themselves? At what point do you need help? - How do you deal with check-ins and check-outs? and so much more... We interview everyone from huge B&B's to small mom and pop
B&B's! Inn's that have been around for decades and B&B's that are new and making a big splash! This is one of the most interesting books about the Bed and Breakfast business written in the last decade.
The vast amount of different people we spoke with gives us a truly eye opening glimpse into what the industry is all about! Compiled by someone who truly loves to eat and travel, it provides candid answers
about all things Bed and Breakfast. Order your copy NOW and enjoy the LARGEST COLLECTION OF B&B INTERVIEWS IN HISTORY!
?????????????????“????”??????????????????,?????????,????????,??????????????.
???????????????? ???????????????????…… ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Chrissie Jones hat keine Zeit für Männer, egal ob heiß oder nicht. An den meisten Tagen findet sie kaum Zeit für Schlaf. Ihre aufstrebende Bäckerei beansprucht all ihre Aufmerksamkeit und so kann sie mit
Sicherheit behaupten, zufriedener Single zu sein. Zu blöd, dass Mr Groß, Dunkel und verdammt Gutaussehend anderer Meinung ist und denkt, an ihrem Beziehungsstatus ein Wörtchen mitreden zu können.
Gaston Miller ist ein Gentleman und weiß, dass einem die guten Dinge nicht in den Schoß fallen. Als er Chrissie zum ersten Mal begegnet, ist ihm sofort klar, dass er sie will. Diese Frau, die ihn zum Lachen
bringt, nach Cupcakes riecht und sich partout nicht erobern lassen will. Als wäre sein Liebesleben nicht bereits Herausforderung genug, hat noch jemand seine Finger im Spiel. Jemand, der es nicht
besonders gut mit ihm meint ...

Traditional Chinese edition of The Book of Ivy, a dystopian science fiction for young adults. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Born to Run: A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race the World Has Never Seen.
Professor Courtney Wells has waited long enough and is going to have a baby on her own. Parenthood isn’t for the faint of heart but she’s well educated, self-sufficient and has finally
accepted her limitations where men are concerned. But then she meets military-man-turned-maid Ian Hamilton who leaves her questioning all she thought she knew about herself. Mixed
Martial Arts fights and working for his buddy’s cleaning business used to be enough for Ian until he met Courtney. Now he’s seeing forever and family… with her. But can he teach a college
professor about love?
Discover the magic of New York Times bestseller Melissa Foster's writing, and see why millions of readers have fallen in love with the Love in Bloom big-family romance collection. This
contemporary romance boxed set includes 3 full length novels: GAME OF LOVE STROKE OF LOVE FLAMES OF LOVE Sneak Peek, SLOPE OF LOVE *** In GAME OF LOVE... Ellie Parker
is a master at building walls around her heart. In the twenty-five years she's been alive, Dex Remington has been the only person who has always believed in her and been there for her. But
four years earlier, she came to Dex seeking comfort and then disappeared like a thief in the night, leaving him a broken man. Dex Remington is one of the top PC game developers in the
United States. He's handsome, smart, and numb. So damn numb that he's not sure he'll ever find a reason to feel again. A chance encounter sparks intense desires in Ellie and Dex. Desires
that make her want to run--and make him want to feel. A combination of lust and fear leads these young lovers down a dangerous path. Is it possible to cross a burned bridge, or are they
destined to be apart forever? *** In STROKE OF LOVE Kate Paletto runs a volunteer program in Belize for Artists for International Aid, where she deals with self-centered artists who use the
program as a means to repair their marred reputations. She loves the country, the people, and what AIA stands for, but too many diva volunteers have turned her off to press-seeking
celebrities altogether and left her questioning the value of the volunteer program. When she meets incredibly handsome and charming Sage, he stirs emotions she hasn't felt for ages, even
though he represents the things she despises. Laid-back artist Sage Remington escapes his wealthy lifestyle in the Big Apple for a two-week journey of self-discovery to figure out how a guy
who has so much can feel so empty. When he meets ultra-organized Kate, who lives her life the way he's always dreamed of living his, the attraction is too hot to ignore, but Sage is there to
figure out what's missing in his life, not to find a woman. Every look, and every late-night chat in the romantic jungle brings them closer together, but Sage can barely think past stripping away
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Kate's misconceptions about him. Kate fights him every step of the way--even though she finds it hard to ignore the strikingly handsome, generous-to-a-fault artist who wants to do nothing
more than right the wrongs of the world--and love her to the ends of the earth. *** IN FLAMES OF LOVE... As one of New York's Finest, firefighter Cash Ryder is always prepared. When a
woman's car skids off the side of a mountain during a snowstorm, he's there to rescue her. Cash is totally focused on the woman's well-being, but within minutes of getting her to safety, he
realizes that he's nowhere near prepared for the heat that rolls off of sensual, smart-mouthed, and stubborn Siena Remington. As a model, Siena Remington has dated some of the wealthiest,
most handsome men in the industry, and she's made peace with the idea that most men are just looking for eye candy and they wouldn't know how to romance a woman to save their lives.
When she's rescued by a tall, handsome stranger, she thinks that maybe, just maybe, she's found her own real-life romantic fairy tale--until he opens his mouth and everything that comes out
is gruff, ornery, and aggravatingly sexy. Thrown together during an annual firehouse calendar photo shoot, the passion between Cash and Siena sizzles, and neither one knows how to control
the flames. After an evening of verbal sparring followed by a sinfully sensual night, their darkest secrets are revealed--and so is Cash's warm, romantic heart. But Siena's secret might be too
much for big, strong, always-prepared Cash to handle--and Siena is forced to choose between a man who's everything she's ever dreamed of and an opportunity of a lifetime. *** The
Remingtons are the third installment of the Love in Bloom Series (Voted BEST BOOK SERIES by Supportive Business Moms, UK) written by New York Times & USA Today bestselling and
award-winning author Melissa Foster. This contemporary romance series features alpha male heroes and sexy, empowered women. While each book may be read as a standalone, you might
enjoy reading the entire Love in Bloom series. NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melissa Foster is a New York Times & USA Today bestselling and awardwinning author. She writes sexy and heartwarming contemporary romance, new adult romance, and women's fiction with emotionally compelling characters that stay with you long after you
turn the last page. Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family oriented. Melissa loves to chat with book clubs and readers, invite her to your next event. Foster's love
stories are perfect steamy romance beach reads for fans of Susan Mallery, Linda Lael Miller, Brenda Novak, Debbie Macomber, Jill Shalvis, Maisy Yates, and other big-family, small-town
romance fans. The characters are romantic and loyal, some are billionaires, others are blue collar, and you're always guaranteed a happily ever after.
?????????, ???????????.
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